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WHAT AGRICULTURE AND PLASTIC 
RECYCLING HAVE IN COMMON 
AND HOW STEINERT SORTING 
MACHINES PROVIDE ASSISTANCE
Versatile STEINERT sorting systems for maximum flexibility

CHALLENGE
Few other resources shape modern lifestyles as much as plastics. 
At the same time, its waste is one of the most visible causes of envi-
ronmental pollution. Tackling this challenge is demanding, but can 
be an rewarding experience, as evidenced by the Wilken Group’s 
successful journey. What started as a niche project in 2009 for Wilk-
en’s managing director Bernhard Wilken quickly outgrew its interim 
location and required support. Complex regulations and processes 
of the highly competitive recycling industry require experience and 
planning, which is why Wilken decided to approach the challenge to-
gether with STEINERT. To be prepared for the growth of the project, 
Wilken chose the UniSort Film EVO 5.0 sorting solution, designed 
to be flexible and future-proofed with networked technology. This 
showcase explores the path to a clean plastic product and demon-
strates an innovative solution to one of the most pressing issues of 
our time.

We currently sort PP, 
PE and, as of recently, 
mixed polyolefins. 
But that can of course 
change at any time, 
depending on market 
conditions.

BERNHARD WILKEN
Managing Director Wilken Gruppe
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PROCESS
When Wilken describes his process, the origins of the organization 
quickly become clear: “There are many similarities between agricul-
ture and plastics recycling: On the one side a raw material goes in 
and, on the other, a product comes out. The formulas for mapping 
the raw material in the process and the machine systems used are 
similar. Ultimately we’re creating feed for recyclers”, says Wilken, de-
scribing his business. The raw materials Wilken is talking about are 
post-consumer packaging materials such as rigid polyethylene (PE) 
and polypropylene (PP) films from the major environmental service 
providers from all over Europe. Wilken’s formula is a process in four 
stages: shredding, sorting, washing and drying, to create ready-to-
melt polyolefin (PO) flakes. Given the volatility of the market, flexi-
bility is particularly important to Wilken. “We currently sort PP, PE 
and, as of recently, mixed polyolefins (MPO). But that can of course 
change at any time, depending on market conditions.” To ensure this 
flexibility, Wilken employs STEINERT sorting systems. The UniSort 
Film EVO 5.0 sorting machine, equipped with a colour and near-in-
frared (NIR) sensor combination, enables more than just detecting 
a wide bandwidth of materials and differentiating plastic types. Its 
innovative belt cover with directed airflow enables 3D and 2D ma-
terials to be sorted such that even fractions of film material do not 
pose a problem.

RESULT
The end product is clean plastic fractions sorted by color or by type, 
for further processing by plastics recyclers. Despite what is already 
a high level of quality, Wilken continues to optimise his process and 
the recycling lines without cease. “We’re still learning”, he says, while 
every batch is checked in his own laboratory, every complaint is tak-
en seriously and every opportunity is taken to discuss new potential 
and the use of new technologies with specialists. And the next sort-
ing system project has already been specified. This focuses on black 
plastics, which Wilken would like to prepare in the highest possible 
quality for his demanding clients.  

Of course, I compared 
everything before I 
made the purchase. But 
with STEINERT I had 
the feeling that they 
understood me better. 
That’s typical 
of a medium-
sized family 
business, of 
course. So I 
just get on 
with them 
better.

BERNHARD WILKEN
Managing Director Wilken Gruppe


